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2008 Wednesday Evening 
Supervisors Rota
Louise has kindly volunteered to 
manage the Wednesday night Rota. A 
list of who is covering which evenings 
can be found on the Diary page here 
and on the Google Calendar (in the 
event description) here

We still need volunteers to cover 
the following dates:

9th July
20th August
27th August
10th September
17th September
24th September

Spaces on Norway trip
Louise is heading off to Norway 
13-20th July on G17 trip. There are 
now 2 spare places. If you know of 
anyone interested please pass on 
the message.
Trip info: http://gene17.com/
kayaking/trips/sjoa/sjoariver.htm
(Not sure if places have been filled 
at time of print, contact Louise Royle, 
KCC, or Simon Westgarth, G17.)

Glen Nevis River Race returns
To be held on 19th July 2008

Competitors begin the race by launching themselves off a tiny ledge into the 
chilly Nevis River on an airbed (lilo) and follow it downstream through numerous 
rapids and rock pools eventually dropping down a 30ft waterfall at the Lower 
Falls Leap in the glen.

Competitors must have wetsuits, crash helmets, bourancy aids and suitable 
footwear.  Flippers and swimming aids are banned and lilos may not have sides.  
Fancy dress on top of wetsuits is encouraged.

The competition is being run by Frazer Coupland of No Fuss Events www.
nofussevents.co.uk

Now many will have paddled down the River Nevis which joins the River Lochy 
into Fort William, but they may fancy something different.

Last year there was more water in Scotland during the summer than September, 
October, just a thought. Glenda

Welcome BBQ and Hut Opening

Meet all of this years beginners and raise a glass for the opening of the new 
KCC Hut. Wednesday 2nd July 7.30 onwards by the Pavillion, BYO eats n drinks, 
charcoal provided.

There will be no Fox Meeting this month

Want to send info to the Trasher?  
Send images and words to kcc.trasher@gmail.com or send a CD to:  
3, Rose Avenue, Abingdon OX14 1XX
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It started with an e-mail from Simon 
‘On the grounds that Hurley’s on 1 
and I don’t think I can cope with the 
Dragon boat racing, does anyone fancy 
Hambledon on Sunday Morning?’  
Hambledon! Well that brings back a 
few memories to some of the longer 
serving Club members. I think it was 
about 1990 when I last paddled there. 
It used to be a regular KCC trip in the 
1980’s - before the discovery of Hurley, 
and before short boats. I remember 
spending hours trying to get onto 
the wave ‘you need to go higher up’ 
…sounds familiar? I also learnt that the 
trick was to smile and pretend that you 
did it on purpose.

Well Hambledon weir was shut 
for a long time and has now been 
rebuilt. To quote from TV Freestylers 
‘This redevelopment work consisted 
of bolting pneumatically adjustable 
ramps to the weir sill in front of all 
four of the main gates. This range is 
enough to create a surfable wave in 
most conditions whilst the gates are 
open. The ramps are set at optimum 
level and the new modifications 
mean that each ramp can be left set 
between adjustment times (they 
are only adjusted during Chalfont 
Park Canoe Club sessions on Sunday 
mornings from 11.00 and Wednesday 
evenings from 5.00). The wave created 

on the weir is, even with fine tuning of 
the ramps; large, powerful, surgy and 
unpredictable. There are also some 
challenging eddy lines to cross - not 
great for the easily spooked’. 

So I decided it would be fun to go 
along and see how it is nowadays. Sure 
enough the eddy was the same as 
ever, it was a case of chucking yourself 
in and seeing what happens (pretty 
normal for me), there was a fun big 
wave, everyone was as friendly as I 

It started with an e-mail from Simon ‘On the grounds that Hurley’s 
on 1 and I don’t think I can cope with the Dragon boat racing, does 

anyone fancy Hambledon on Sunday Morning?’  Hambledon! Well 
that brings back a few memories to some of the longer serving Club 
members. I think it was about 1990 when I last paddled there. It used to 
be a regular KCC trip in the 1980’s – before the discovery of Hurley, and 
before short boats. I remember spending hours trying to get onto the 
wave ‘you need to go higher up’ …sounds familiar? I also learnt that the 
trick was to smile and pretend that you did it on purpose.

Sutton 19eighty something…

 Then 
 and            now…

by Louise Royle

Old Hurley

Old Hurley
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remember and there was even some 
guy paddling in a Romer helmet with 
Schlegel paddles to make it feel like 
a real time warp! The main difference 
was the boats were shorter, the sun 
was shining and there was only one 
swim (and not KCC). I had a really fun 
paddle and very fond memories of 
all of the great trips we used to have 
there. It is so good to be able to revisit 

somewhere I had not been for years 
and still being able to have fun with 
mates from the KCC 20+ years on.

I tried to dig out a photo of 
Hambledon as it used to be but could 
only find a photo of a squirt boat. 
However I did find a photo of me 
paddling Sutton Courtenay in my first 
boat – a nice red fibreglass Comanche. 

I was living in the village 
back then and managed 
to persuade some other 
members of the KCC to 
come along and try it out 
as no one from the club 
had paddled it before. I 
also found some pictures 
from Hurley Rodeo 1993. 
I am in the hole and 
Claire is in a purple boat 
waiting to go next. I 
won a buoyancy aid that 
day which both my kids 
used when they started 
paddling. Dave Surman 
was our ‘manager’ that 
day whist Chris magic 
knees and Daniel Harris 
both paddled well. Chris 
having got extra points 

for the paddle in the mouth move and 
I think Daniel was 5th.

This summer it will be 25years since 
I started throwing myself in weirs with 
the KCC. TV paddlers have just had 
their first birthday, I wish them many 
happy returns……………..and may 
the fun never stop. 

Old Hurley

Marsh is a fairly recent addition to the Thames Valley 
paddlers’ repertoire, having only really been paddled 

over the last couple of years. It comprises of a river wide, 
stable hole with a green shoulder at either end that forms 
as the Thames rises and begins to flood- but there is plenty 
to set this place apart from your average paddle venue.

Location
Find your way to Henley. From the bridge head back 

towards the centre of Henley and turn left at the lights onto 
the A4155 (Towards Reading). Follow the road along to 
the Jet garage and take the left into Mill Lane just before it. 
Follow the lane over the railway bridge and park up in the 
Car Park.

To get on carry on up the lane to the river. You can hop 
on here at the small wooden jetty, but the ferry over and 
the paddle upstream are a pig. It is easier to walk over the 
bridge to the lock. Go through the first wooden gate on the 

left and seal launch off of the wall. This also gives you your 
first sight of the wave

Levels
The weir needs a lot of water in the river to be an option 

with Hurley being on a high 4. The wier consists of 8 large 
gates with a salmon ladder on the left of the main gates 
as you look upstream. It is this fish ladder and its wall that 
largely determines if the wier is a goer or not. In order to be 
able to make the ferry over onto the wave the paddler has 
to get up the fish ladder and onto this wall in order to be 
high enough upstream to get over onto the wave. This is 
an art in itself and it is well worth going with someone who 
has paddled here before as it saves the frustration of trying 
to figure it out for yourself! The further the wall is out of 
the water the harder it is to drag yourself onto and the less 
entertaining a prospect the weir becomes.

If the wall is just out of the water and all eight gates are 
open then the wave should be well formed and ready to go!

Marsh Weir Matt Attree
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The wave
After dragging yourself up onto the wall and making the 

ferry you find yourself on a river wide hole with its 2 green 
shoulders (often compared with Plattling). The pile is really 
stable and easy to set up on and in that sense makes it very 
user friendly, in fact if it weren’t for the problems described 
later this would be a great beginners venue. Pretty much 
any hole move is possible including Cartwheels, Mc Nasties, 
Loops, Felixes and any other combination of stupidly 
named moves. Thrown 
into the bargain are the 
two shoulders, especially 
the one on surfers right, 
which give you the chance to show off your wave moves. 
As it is so big and friendly really long rides are possible. Its 
also great fun with loads of people on the wave all at once 
shouting, hollering and whooping away at each other, but 
there is one obvious problem…

Walking over to see the weir you literally set foot on the 
problem, the bridge. The bridge is old and wooden and 
curves right across the river. The bridge has lots of supports 
and in between these, just under the surface are lots of 
fences. This is obviously fairly bad news if you had a swim! 
It goes without saying that your roll must be bombproof. 

The lock keeper is 
also aware of this 
problem and does 
not like seeing 

people paddle 
on their 
own. Please 
make sure 
you always 
paddle here 
with someone 
else as the 
consequences 
of a swim 
could be 
extremely 
serious.

But don’t 
get me wrong 
this place is a 
superb place 
to paddle, a 
real hidden 
gem in the 
Thames Valley 
and with a 
group of you is a real giggle as you all pile on together to 
the amusement of the onlookers. Be sure to go check it out 
next time the Thames goes all big and brown.

The photos here are not the best. This is testament to the 
fact that every time I go I’m enjoying myself too much to 
get out and take any halfway decent photos.

a real hidden gem in 
the Thames Valley

This is obviously fairly bad 
news if you had a swim! 

really long 
rides are 
possible
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About 1� years ago I 
paddled about 100 miles 

of the Wye from Glasbury 
down, in an open canoe, for 
my Queen’s Scout Expedition. 
Ever since this section of river 
has held very fond memories 
for me and I have meant 
to return to paddle at least 
some of this section of river 
once again.

Amazingly the instigator of this 
trip was my better half, Suzi, who 
had never been in an open canoe in 
her life, but does like a bit of pretty 
countryside and whilst lapping up 
some nature programme or another 
decided that she wanted to see the 
Wye valley. I had just the mode of 
transport I announced!

We managed to find a great 
company called Celtic Canoes, who 
organise a two day trip, combined with 
boat and kit hire for 80 quid. They pick 
you up from the campsite at the Boat 
Inn in Whitney-on-Wye, drive you up 
to Glasbury and dole out the gear. You 
then paddle back down to the Boat 
Inn (a journey of about 11 miles), stay 
overnight and then paddle on down 
to Brenwardine, Byford or Bycross (a 
journey of between 9 and 14 miles), 
phone up the company and they 
come and pick you up and drive you 
back to the pub… marvellous.

And so we found ourselves with our 
new trusty steed sliding under the 
bridge at Glasbury and on our way. The 
first couple of miles is stereotypically 

Wye as the river winds between gravel 
bars mixing small gravel rapids with 
deeper pools in between, great fun in 
an open boat. Suzi very quickly found 
a rhythm (somewhere between slow 
and very slow) and we began to soak 
in the view. The high sandy banks 
support hundreds of Sand Martin Nest 
holes and the adults constantly dive 
and swoop around you, mixed in with 
House Martins and Swallows. There are 
the inevitable Herons and a myriad of 
different wildfowl.

We made steady progress to Hay-
on-Wye, swollen with tourists for the 
Hay Literary Festival, pulling up a few 
hundred yards after the bridge for a 
spot of lunch. This is not usually a very 
exciting subject was it not for a cow 
that decided to wade nonchalantly 
across the river a couple of hundred 
yards downstream- not something you 
see every day!

The rest of this section continues its 
serene journey through some beautiful 
countryside, eventually leading you 
under the toll bridge 
to the Boat Inn at 
Whitney where we 
were to spend the 
night. The Pound 
Campsite opposite 
the pub is basic, but 
it has toilets and 
showers and the 
owner will do you 
a cooked breakfast 
if you ask for it. The 
pub is great, selling 
good beer and food 
at a reasonable 

price. They guarantee to seat and feed 
you if you stay on the campsite and the 
staff were brilliant, making us feel very 
welcome.

And so it came to pass that the 
deluge began. Oh did it rain! All day, 
without stopping at all, for about 14 
hours, and we paddled through it! 
Rarely have I been so wet without 
actually going for a swim. Now Suzi 
was suffering a bit by now, with sore 
arms and back, which she reminded 
me of on numerous occasions! But 
even the weather could be forgotten 
on the Wye as it still looks incredible 
in places. We were hoping to paddle 
down through Monnington Falls, but 
ended up stopping at Brenwardine as 
we were soaking wet and more than a 
little tired!

This trip was great fun, even though 
the weather was a little inclement. 
Made me want to spend a little more 
time in an open boat again- I must be 
getting old!

White Nile- Easter 2008
I am going to the White Nile next 

Easter (booking through Kayak the Nile). 
If anyone fancies the trip and wants to 
tag along then feel free to get hold of 
me and we can sort out the details.

Munich/Platting this Summer
Thinking about taking a week at 

Plattling, playboating this summer. 
Again if anyone fancies the trip then 
give me a bell- I am pretty flexible with 
when and how, it would depend on 
numbers really. 

Return 
to the
Wye Matt Attree
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Dispatch from 
Nepal
I only really walked into 

the Ganesh Kayak Shop in 
Lakeside, Pokhara, to confirm to 
myself what I’d thought since 
arriving: no way would I be able 
to afford equipment hire, let 
alone logistical arrangements, 
for a paddle on my budget. 
When I learned, however, from 
M. Charlie, the proprietor, that 
I could accompany a three 
day rafting trip down the Kali 
Gandaki as a paddler, with free 
equipment hire, for only $120US, 
the kayaking demon within me 
– which I thought I’d put firmly 
to rest until September – awoke, 
gnarling and gnashing its teeth; 
burning for some white-water 
action on a high volume river 
amid some of the most beautiful 
mountain scenery in the 
world… 

I only really walked into the Ganesh 
Kayak Shop in Lakeside, Pokhara, to 
confirm to myself what I’d thought 
since arriving: no way would I be 
able to afford equipment hire, let 
alone logistical arrangements, for 
a paddle on my budget. When I 
learned, however, from M. Charlie, the 
proprietor, that I could accompany 
a three day rafting trip down the 
Kali Gandaki as a paddler, with free 
equipment hire, for only $120US, the 
kayaking demon within me – which 
I thought I’d put firmly to rest until 
September – awoke, gnarling and 
gnashing its teeth; burning for some 
white-water action on a high volume 
river amid some of the most beautiful 
mountain scenery in the world…

I’m in Nepal as part of a five month 
tour of Asia. For the month before the 
paddling trip I was in India, where I 
crossed paths with Daves H + S, Simon 
and Ol in Delhi, when they arrived for 
Mark Rainsley’s India trip. Dave S and 
I spent a few days in Agra following 
this before Dave flew back, during 
which we got up at dawn to witness 
the sunrise over the Taj Mahal; an 
experience Dave found so profound 
that he had to spend the whole of the 
next day in bed, recovering.

After the Surmantor returned to 
England I started making my way 
overland to Nepal, and on arrival 
made arrangements for said kayaking 
trip, which ran from 19th-21st  April. I 
didn’t have time to dispatch a write-
up before heading off trekking. Hence, 
this trip report is being drafted in 
Annapurna Base Camp; at 4130m, it’s 
a five day hike away from Pokhara (I 
would like it to be noted, therefore, 
that any spelling and grammatical 
mistakes in this report are due soley 
to the effects of altitude) and I don’t 
expect to back to civilisation 
before towards the end of May, 
so it may well be June before 
this appears.          

We, the members of the 
rafting/paddling trip, convened 
early on the morning of the 
19th  at the Love Shack (a pleasant 
restaurant a shorty walk away from 
other fine establishments, such as 
the ‘Cosmic Brontosaurus Language 
School & Ice Cream Parlour’). It was 
here that we all boarded the bus 
chartered to take us to the put in, 
some two and a half hours drive away. 

The bus almost made 
it out of Pokhara city 
limits before the gear 
box broke and we 
rolled to a halt. 

In some countries this would be 
the kiss of death on any paddling 
trip, but our organisers, like most 
of the population of this country, 
were extremely resourceful people. 
Within five minutes another bus had 
arrived and the guys running the trip 
managed to transfer paddling and 
camping gear for twenty people for 
three days inside of half an hour, and 
we were off again. 

The bus journey took us down 
the Modi Kola. The Modi is an 
interesting-looking technical run, 
which eventually flows into the Kali, 
although in April it did look a tad 
on the low side. This got me slightly 
concerned over at what level I’d find 
the Kali, although this worry proved 
to be totally unnecessary. The level, 
although – judging by the enormous 
boulders deposited high up each bank 
– evidently not at its highest discharge, 
was excellent. The river is considered 
to be very holy in Nepal, and gains 
its name from the powerful female 
goddess, Kali. 

The put-in 
was a gravel 
beach above 
Baglung, the 
recognised 
start of the 
interesting 

section. We made up quite a fleet: 
two commercial rafts, a gear raft, 
myself, five safety boaters and the 
Olly, an English paddler with years 
of experience as a safety boater for a 
rafting company in Africa. The safety 
boaters were all excellent paddlers, the 
youngest being seventeen-year-old 
Krishnu, who first sat in a kayak only six 
months before the trip; not that you 
could tell, however. 

Ominously, we were informed that 
the rafters would be walking around 

By Seth Townley
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the first rapid and the rafts lined down, 
due to three ‘accidents’ earlier in the 
season causing all commercial rafts 
being banned from running it. From 
above it didn’t look like much, a big 
volume rapid divided by a large boulder 
into two channels with nothing really 
to discern between them. Given the 
rafters approach, however, I thought 
it prudent to get out for a quick 
inspection. And I’m extremely glad I did. 
The left channel, which looked innocent 
enough from above, dropped you into 
an absolute monster of a hole, which 
looked rather as if it would force you 
underneath the boulder in the centre 
which was, for its part, horrendously 
undercut. An extreme-hard left may 
have escaped the hole initially, but 
would have dropped you into a re-
circulating eddie with no obvious way 
out except paddling across the mouth 
of said hole. The right was not without 
its drawbacks – it was potmarked with 
little boils and towbacks, and the lead in 
definitely looked as if it wanted to force 
over to the dreaded left. But the line 
was there, provided you could find it, 
and it turned out to run incredibly well.  
I. along with everyone else, got to the 
bottom of the rapid without incident 
and that euphoric ‘I’m alive!’ feeling that 
I always get at the bottom of things 
with a potential to go nastily wrong 
began to set in - prematurely, however.

We had just run Little Brother, the 4- 
friendly rapid. Before us was Big Brother, 
the 4+ gnarly beast. Due to some 
extremely lucky chance (or the fact that 
we were the first group to survive Little 
Brother) there have been no accidents 
on Big Brother this season, meaning the 
guides abandoned the caution they 
had exercised on the former rapid in 
favour of a read-and-run policy that they 
maintained for the remainder of the trip. 

Due to a delay in putting my camera 
away and the fact I was in an Ina Zone 
230, I was the last one to arrive at the 
rapid, by which time the commercial 
rafts and longer, faster creek boats 
had disappeared over the horizon 
line. It was here, at the top of Big 
Brother, that that I discovered that 
at the top of Big Brother is neither 

the time nor the place to get into an 
involved discussion with the guys on 
the gear raft about which river signals 
mean what. I’ll never know which line 
they were trying to get me to take, I 
understood from their gesturing to 
go straight over the middle, where I 
plopped straight into a massive hole 
and my woefully low-volumed boat 
was instantly looped. I was, thankfully, 
washed out and the thought of a hefty 
great gear raft bearing down on you 
from behind was inspiration enough to 
roll up quickly; which I managed to do 
just in time to avoid the next massive 
hole and break out on the left before I 
was splatted onto the enormous rock 
jutting out of the flow before me. The 

gear raft, however, loaded with all our 
camping gear – not to mention beer 
supplies purchased at a rest stop just 
before the get in – was not so adept 
at turning as my little orange Ina 
Zone, and as a result ended up pinned 
sideways and leaning precariously on 
the jutting-up rock. 

I was sitting in the safety of my eddie 
wondering if there was anything I 
could do to help while Olly got out his 
camera and started snapping away. In 
the end I decided there was nothing 
I could do, but made ready to break 
back in and chase the beer down 
the river as soon as the raft capsized, 
which from where I was seemed 
like a certainty. This course of action, 
again, turned out to be a wise one: 

I got talking to Salaindre, one of the 
safety boaters, later in the trip, and he 
happened to be missing his two front 
teeth. He lost them, it transpired, while 
trying to help the gear raft out of a 
similar situation about ten days before, 
only it was on Little Brother. That may 
account for one of the three accidents 
there, I expect. As it happened, on this 
occasion the gear rafters managed to 
get themselves off the rock the correct 
way up unaided, and not a single 
tooth was so much as dislodged.               

The remainder of the first day past 
pretty uneventfully, a few nice little 
grade 2-3 rapids kept things ticking 
over for the few km to the campsite, 
but there was enough flat for the 
rafting crew to relax with a cigarette to 
calm their nerves after their pin. 

We made camp on a beautiful 
sandy beach on a bend in the river 
after a slight gorge. It was wonderfully 
secluded and we only shared it with 
a Buddha statue, his hands raised in 
welcome. The rafting crew took the 
opportunity to prove that they’re as 
good cooks as they are boaters, by 
cooking us all spaghetti bolognaise 
and chips. 

The campsite was just above the 
infamous Rafters Refund, which was 
the rapid that kicked off Day 2. Paddling 
it, however, I found that the previous 
monsoon must have washed away 
much of the cause for its infamy, and 
after it I felt in need of a refund for 
quite a different reason to the original 
causation for its name. The remainder of 
the second day was much more relaxed 
than the adrenaline-fuelled baptism of 
fire we received the day before. Just as 
a section we were on was threatening 
to get boring (strictly from a paddling 
point of view – its impossible to actually 
be bored when you’re surrounded by 
the Himalayas) we’d hit another big, 
bouncy section that really reminded me 
of the Impst gorge section of the Inn, 
Austria; with some sweet play waves 
and the occasional hole thrown in for 
good measure. 

Olly was very good at signalling 
potential play waves by waving at me 
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from below them, to indicate a wave. 
Clever. Huh? Wave (verb. to move your 
hand back and forth) = wave (noun. 
something kayakers and surfers get 
excited about). This only backfired a 
few times when I’d be coming down 
a rapid to see him waving at kids on 
the bank. Mistaking this to mean I was 
right above a nice little play wave (n.) 
I’d turn the boat ready to surf it, only 
to drop into a fat hole and get a bit of 
a working, much to the amusement of 
Olly and the kids on the bank. In fact, 
I distinctly remember noticing that 
the third time this happened there 
were no kids on the bank, so I don’t 
know who he was waving at, he surely 
wouldn’t try to deceive me…

Other highlights of day two on the 
water were a picturesque beach we 
stopped at with a waterfall that offered 
high pressure shower opportunities; 
and a paddle-in bat cave, with some 
enormous fruit bats and interesting 
geological formations – if that’s your 
kind of thing. The campsite on day 
two wasn’t quite so secluded and 
tranquil as the first: some local kids 
from the nearby village came down 
and set up an off license/bar right on 
the beach (bottles laid out on a rug). 
This inevitably led to us being treated 
to some traditional Nepali folk music 
around the fire by our well-oiled river 
guides. They had the favour returned 
with some renditions of Queen songs 
around the fire by some well-oiled 
rafters and kayakers. I camped down 
that night by the dying embers of the 
fire that night under a brilliant full-
moon and plethora of stars, ‘80s pop 
rock and Nepali folk fusion running 
through my head. 

On-the-water-excitement started on 
Day 3 before most of us had finished 
our pancakes and boiled eggs. One 
of the safety boaters had got on 
early for a cheeky play on one of the 
waves just by the campsite. I was just 
wondering if there was any more coffee 
when I heard shouting and saw the 
boater frantically swimming in, having 
abandoned his boat and paddle to the 
rapid around the corner. The ensuing 
boat chase provided some great 

breakfast entertainment. I am happy to 
say that this was the one and only kayak 
related OBE of the trip. 

The rest of the morning lived up to 
the dramatic start, the water was much 
the same as the day before, if not a little 
bigger. I kept ahead of the rafts and 

stopped occasionally to take pictures. I 
was sitting below the last true rapid of 
the river, watching the last raft come 
down when it started leaning violently 
to one side, it continued down for 
some distance in this state of limbo, 
balanced precariously at 45 degrees, 
until one final wave tipped it over 
the edge and it was over. The water 
became littered with swimming rafters 
and paddles. The kayak contingent of 
the trip broke out and we all found 
at least one bedraggled rafter to ferry 
to safety, although we continued to 
find paddles 2km downstream. The 
capsision was allegedly an accident, but 
we’ll never know what convinced the 
raft guide to tell everyone on board to 
go to the right, maybe it was the rum 
and rakshi still in his system. Whatever it 
was that caused it to tip, the tragedy of 
it all is that half the group’s dry clothes 
– including my own, I’d like to add 
– were on the raft, in quite inadequate 
dry bags. 

Once all the rafters were reunited 
with their righted raft (quite an 
operation with all our stuff tied 
beneath it) we were on our way 
again. A 3km flat paddle through a 
steep sided gorge. According to Pete 
Knowles, the rapids in this section 
were some of the best on the river, but 
the construction of a hydro-electric 
dam just below the get-out has 
completely drowned it, leaving it as flat 
as the pancakes we ate for breakfast. 

It is in this kind of situation that raft-
supported trips really come into their 

own, I can’t recommend them enough. 
In fact I may even suggest a motion at 
the next KCC AGM that all future trips 
are raft supported. Dealing with a 3km 
flat section at the end of the trip was 
simply a case of finding a naïve rafter 
who though kayaking looked quite fun 
a nobly offering the your boat. I spent 
the 3km flat paddle reclining on the 
gear raft, along with Olly who used 
the same ploy, finishing off the last of 
the rakshi and basking in the beauty 
of the scenery. Karma got me back 
though when I got off and realized I’d 
neglected to retrieve my sandals from 
my boat and had to walk the km or 
so up hill to the bus on scorching hot 
tarmac in bare feet. Serves me right. 

A five hour bus ride later and we were 
back in Pokhara and the next day I was 
off into these here mountains; where 
I’m now sitting in my lodge as I draft 
this, wrapped in all my layers watching 
my breath condense. Snow is piled up 
to the window, its hard to believe just 
a week ago I was getting sunburned 
down in that scorching Kali Gandaki 
valley. I thoroughly recommend the 
Kali Gandaki if you are ever in the area, 
I definitely hope to return to Nepal one 
day to explore the rest of the abundant 
white-water opportunities it has to 
offer. By the time this goes to print I’ll 
most probably be in China, or even 
South East Asia, and won’t be back in 
the UK until the very end of August – so 
I will hopefully see everybody on the 
water in early September!
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Canoe Expedition 
Scotland 2008

Eight of us set off from Riverside Oxford mid April 
with four open canoes, a pile of personal gear 

and a great store of food packed in dry bags.  We had 
planned an expedition to paddle across Scotland from 
the A82 on Rannoch Moor down to the tidal waters 
of the Tay at Perth. The route would follow a series of 
lochs and rivers but also involved portages around 4 
hydroelectric dams and a number of waterfalls and  
un-canoeable stretches of water. 

Having arrived through overnight rain and snow at the 
get-in we were relieved to see conditions improve by the 
time we embarked onto Loch Bà. We were loaded with food 
and supplies for 7 days wild camping without bank support.  
Rendezvous and pick-up would be arranged later with our 
2  drivers by mobile phone. To start with many of us were 
nervous paddling with laden boats but all soon settled into 
the rhythm of tandems and enjoyed the haunting beauty of 
Rannoch Moor. 

On leaving Loch Bà, which was lined with snow 
capped mountains, we discovered that there was little 
water flowing in the river Abhainn Bà and we had much 
scrambling, knee deep in water, hauling the canoes while 
trying not to slip on the rocky riverbed. It was with some 
relief we reached Loch Laidon where we stopped for the 
first of regular brew-ups. Here the “lunch team” of Ian and 

Claire plied us with pita bread, cheeses, other delicacies 
and fruit in their first attempt to lighten their load. Our 
campsite that night by Loch Laidon was on a white-sand 
beach where we had to use boulders instead of tent pegs 
to secure the tents. We had elected to use a Lavu (Imported 
from Finland by Jed Yarnold – True North) which provided 
us with great communal space to cook, eat and sleep out of 
the freezing easterly wind. It included a brazier fire hanging 
off the centre pole to amuse and warm us during the 
evenings while we prepared & enjoyed 3 course gourmet 
meals. Charlie and Rob had done a fantastic job in planning 
and purchasing the ingredients for evening meals and 
everybody worked well to complete the camp chores.  

Breakfast the next day of porridge/muesli with bacon 
was provided by Anna and Mark. They were in charge of 
stoking us up ready for the exertions each day. The pattern 
of the first day was to be repeated in subsequent days with 
a succession of rivers and lochs interspersed with portages 
around dams and hydro-electric schemes.  The weather 
remained cold with mostly easterly headwinds but this 
ensured lots of sunshine and photo opportunities. We 
were lucky to find excellent sites to pitch the Lavu despite 
it being much larger than the more commonly used 1 
or 2 man tents. As the trip progressed we became more 

By Alastair Wilson
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adept at pitching tent and finding the best dry wood to 
have a relatively smoke free evening of eating and drinking 
before zipping ourselves into bivouac bags for the night. 
The Lavu proved to be comfortable although 2 people did 
elect to spend nights outside in their bivi-bags to get away 
from some of us snoring. I understand that Anna has the 
collected output recorded on her telephone!

 During a hearty breakfast on the 
third day we saw a deer watching 
us on the ridge opposite and were 
relieved when the river rose more than 
12 inches as the River Gaur hydro-
scheme turned on. This saved us from 
another laborious riverbed scramble 
and gave us a fine run down to Loch Rannoch. 5km later 
after stops to visit a tower on a deserted island (except for 
nesting birds), a brew and lunch we paddled the short, but 
interesting River Gaur down to Dunalastair Water.  This was a 
beautiful loch bathed in warm evening light and which led 
us on down the Upper Tummel to our Day Three campsite 
in a wood by a dam.

Immediately after breakfast we had to portage our boats 
and all the gear up and round the dam and then down 
into the Tummel gorge (total distance about 0,5km).  With 
boat trolleys and willing porters this was soon done but 
the final descent involved lowering the boats down steps 
and carrying them down to the waterside.   In the gorge, 
progress was slow but we had a cracking day and ran some 

exciting grade 3 rapids. We 
had to portage a grade IV 
rapid not suitable for open 
boats over what I would 
describe as a short grade 
V portage! Roger, Ian, Mark 
& Rob did sterling stuff 
shouldering the canoes and climbing up and over the 
rocks avoiding the many trees.  After some swampings of 

laden boats we tried 
several ways down-
river including 
lining laden boats 
on some sections 
without crew, 
walking kit round 
rapids or paddling 
solo with various 
degrees of success. Camp on Day four overlooked Loch 
Tummel with a fabulous sunset and view of the snow 
covered Mount Schiehallaion (Location, Location, Location)! 

Day 5 looked ominous as we set off into rain to paddle 
the remaining 9km of Loch Tummel to the Clunie dam but 
fortunately the rain and headwind eased as we located the 
portage alongside the fish ladder and the day improved 
from there on.  

The river Tummel gorge has only compensation water 
as the main flow is diverted through pipes to the power 
station at the start of Loch Faskally.  There was, however, 
enough water to make for an exciting afternoon paddling 
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the grade 3+ water of Saw Mill falls and Z falls.  The final 
challenge was the famous Linn of Tummel which is a large 
grade 4 rapid in 2 drops. Claire and Ian attempted it first, 
having portaged their kit but unfortunately capsized and 
swam the second drop. Rob successfully soloed one empty 
boat down but ended up with it swamped.  When he tried 
to repeat the trick with another boat it got stuck and he had 
to haul it off a rock float it down and jump in after it.  Boats, 
kit and paddlers were safely reunited in the pool at the 
bottom. Roger and I elected to portage both kit and boat 
(whimps or what?). We found a campsite in a woodland 
park a few hundred metres downstream at the confluence 
with the River Garry which was flowing down from the 
Pass of Killiekrankie. We spent the evening high on the 
adventures of the afternoon (improved with an extensive 
collection of single malts?)  

As Day 6 started we were bemused to find that the river 
level had dropped about 16 inches in the night as evidently 
the power stations had shut down. Fortunately by 9 o’clock 
someone had turned the flow on again and we were able 
to race down loch Faskally to Pitlochry with more water 
than we had seen all trip.  

Here 2 teams portaged river left, through the town while 
the other 2 canoes were portaged, river right, down by the 
fish ladder. Again; a time for humping all the kit and then 
shouldering the boats. A futile visit was made to a local pub 
that turned out to be closed for refurbishment. Our only 
attempt to put money into the local economy thwarted! 
From there we had the full flow of the Tummel with the 
full benefit of the hydro-release down to join the Tay. From 
here the scenery changed and we paddled past increasing 
numbers of anglers either in boats or standing in the river 
fly fishing. Why do they spend hundreds of pounds waist 
deep in freezing water not catching fish?  The automatic 

electronic observation point in the Pitlochry fish ladder had 
only counted 2 fish going upstream in 2008! Perhaps not 
a good omen for the fishermen? With manicured fishing 
huts and gillies watching like hawks in case we tried to land 
we had to paddle on until we reached the Scottish Canoe 
Association get-in on the Isla at the Bridge of Isla before we 
could again set up camp. We had paddled 40km that day 
with much of it against a stiff headwind.  

Day 7 turned out more leisurely as the wind, for the 
first time, had shifted to our backs and together with the 
considerable flow on the Tay River we descended rapidly 
to the famous rapids at Campsie Linn and Stanley.   These 
were large bouncy rapids with few rocks but as the wave-
trains were trying to swamp our laden boats we had much 
emptying and baling to do.  From there it was a pleasant 
paddle down to the bridge in Perth where we had decided 
to finish our expedition. We had lost time walking the stony 
riverbeds earlier in the week in the upper sections of the 
trip and did not fancy completing the exposed tidal section 
as originally planned to Newburgh on the Firth of Tay. The 
river Tay at Perth is however brackish which goes to prove it 
is at sea level.  

Our intrepid shuttle bunnies (Liz & Catherine) who had 
been off on their own pursuits for the week met us there 
and we loaded up and drove to a local hotel. After more 
than 130km of canoeing and portaging descending from 
299metres to sea level with few creature comforts we 
were ready for hot showers, shaves and clean up before an 
excellent meal in a local restaurant.  

The next morning we all set off for Oxford in a glow of 
satisfaction at having conquered one of Scotland’s most 
difficult canoe expeditions in great style and without mishap.  

The highlights? All of it; but particularly the white water 
paddling on the Tummel in such good weather, the 
conviviality of camping with the Lavu, and the fantastic 
catering all delivered by a bunch of paddlers who worked 
to make a great team and a truly memorable experience. 

Thank you to all!   Where to next year?

Alastair Wilson, Roger Wiltshire, Rob Yates, Charlie Dennis, Mark 
Dewhurst, Anna Buckingham, Claire Hardwick and Ian Flanders
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Rannoch Moor (Loch Bà) to Perth Bridge (North Inch) 

Section Water 
Condition

Distance 
Km 

Total Km Our findings

Loch Bà flat 2.5 2.5 Cold & calm 
River Abhainn  to Loch Laidon 1-2 2.5 5 Shallow much pulling & pushing canoes
Loch Laidon to Day 1 Campsite flat 6.5 11.5 Head wind 2
Loch Laidon to Garbh Ghaoir river flat 1.5 13 Cold but Calm
Garbh Ghaoir river to Loch Eigheach 3+ 4 17 Shallow much pulling & pushing canoes
Loch Eigheach to Gaur Power Station flat 2 19 Headwind 2-3
Portage Power station track 0.5 19.5 Trolley 
River Gaur to Day 2 Campsite with portage(s) 2 3 22.5 No dam release = very slow                
River Gaur to Loch Rannoch 2-3 4 26.5 Day 3 dam releasing = good run
Loch Rannoch to Kinloch Rannoch flat 15 41.5 Mostly headwind - trial sail
Portage Power station short  41.5 Easy
River Tummel to Dunalastair Water 01-Feb 2.5 44 Easy
Dunalastair Water flat 2 46 Calm warm & very pleasant
River Tummel to Dam Day 3 Campsite 1-2 1.5 47.5 Easy
Portage Dam road + lower 500m  1 hour
River Tummel with portage(s) to Tummel Bridge rocky 3+ 5 52.5 1 major portage (canoe carry) but great fun
Loch Tummel to Day 4 Campsite flat 2 54.5 Headwind few campsites 
Loch Tummel, Queen’s View to Clunie Dam flat 9 63.5 Headwind 3+ rain
Portage Clunie Dam path down 300m  OK
Clunie Dam to Loch Faskally Day 5 Campsite 4-5 5 68.5 Great paddle some portaged Linn of Tummel
Loch Faskally to Pitlochry fish ladders flat 3 71.5 Headwind 2-3
Portages Pitlochry Dam 2 routes 0,5  Canoe carry
River Tummel to Ballinluig (R Tay) 1-2 8 79.5 Big & bouncy with increasing headwind
Ballinluig River Tay to Dunkeld 1-2 11 90.5 Big & bouncy with increasing headwind
Dunkeld to Caputh 1-2 9 99.5 Big & bouncy with increasing headwind
Caputh to Kinclaven Day 6 Campsite Bridge Isla 1-2 9 108.5 Headwind and cold
Kinclaven to Campsie Linn 1-2 6.5 115 Tail wind = very  fast
Campsie Linn & Stanley to Luncarty 3 6.5 121.5 Bouncy = some swamping boats
Luncarty to Perth Bridge 1 11 132.5 Flat & sweeping
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Blastathon special Compiled by The Surmanator (‘Paddles like a girl!’)
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! “The Blastathon is dead.  
Long live the Blastathon”
This year`s Blastathon lived up to 
it`s reputation for producing 
surprises and controversy. 
With the retirement of 
joint last year`s winner 
Chris Wheeler and his 
promotion? To the dizzy 
heights of joint judge 
the way seemed open 
for a two horse battle 
between Thames 
Valley Freestyler Matt 
Attree and last year`s joint 
winner Andy McMahon 
but it seems that too 
much kick boxing and cage 
fighting had taken it`s toll 
and the two young upstarts 
Richard Morley and Michael Neal 
hot footed/boated it from GO Outdoors 
to grab first and second places respectively.

The wave was exceptionally chunky and the 
overnight rain had increased the tendency to 
get thrown towards the wall which made for 
some spectacular upside down moments. Doug 
made a spectacular return for The Republic of 
Essex with crowd pleasing juxtapositions.

Richard and Michael`s no paddle moves may have 
won the day but the old stalwarts were still hanging 
in there with spins and paddle moves. There was 
controversy as usual. Did Lee`s boat Dog Bone 
it or not? Was it a Dandelion or just a cocked up 
reverse blast?  Did I get credited creativity points 
with my BHD (backwards 
head dunk)? Interestingly 
the Townleyesque Hand of 
God move (HOG) became 
more common this year.

Up n` coming Joe Callard and Harry Quigley each 
grabbed 40 points in the Under 18s and showed that 
air guitar is not just a move for the old school rockers!!

Louise Royle and Little Miss Lisa Parke 
(Surmanator Shirt Designer) represented 
the Ladies, whilst The Surmanator himself 
dominated the Old Gitz Super Vet Class!!

It being Mid summer Night`s Eve points were 
available for quotes from Billy Shake delivered on 
the wave!! I went for “Is this a Dagger I see 
before me?”. It was really a Pyranha so the Judges 

did not award me the points. Or was it because I got 
a mouthful of water before I could finish delivering 
my lines? The Royal Shakespeare Company Dudes 
never seem to have this problem. I then delivered  
my line from the wings(the eddy) rather than on 
stage, this too was disallowed. However I resisted the 
temptation to do a temperamental Diva and storm off 
stage!! Lastly in my capacity as Director of Blasting I 
have analysed the results and it would seem there are 
three ways of getting your name high up the sheet. 
Firstly go for no paddle moves as soon as you can. 

Secondly memorize the scoring criteria 
and go through it systematically to 
prevent to scoring repeat moves. If 
none of those work, bribe the judges!!

Really finally I would like to thank 
everyone for coming along and taking part or 
watching. Think we had a record gate. The weir 
A terraces were 2 deep in places . Well almost!! 
And did you know it was also Abingdon Morris 
Dancer`s traditional Mayor Making Day on 
the same day. All we need is a Bun throwing 
from the Town Hall on the same day!!

Really really finally I would like to thank Lisa for 
presenting me with a Surmanator “Paddle like a Girl 
Shirt”. Hmmm think I will have to be careful where I 
wear that. It really is a most delightful shade of pink.

Was it a Dandelion or just  
a cocked up reverse blast?
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76
Richard Morley  TGO (Official Winner 
of The Beakless Kingfisher Trophy)

Matt Attree  KCC/TVF (Official Winner of the Winnie 
the Pooh HSE Approved Rescue System Device. )

Michael Neal  TGO (Official Winner of 
the Gyroscope New Move Award)

63 59

Simon Knox  KCC Dave Walsh  WAK Andy Mc Mahon  KCC/SCO 

51 44 44

Andy Newell  KCC/IRE/TAJ Dave Surman  KCC Super Vet/Old Gitz WinnerIain Shield  KCC 

42 41 37

Lee Gill  KCC  Doug Johnson  ROE       Ashley Mead  KCC   

36 36 35

Men
Blastathon special

WINNER!
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Louise Royle  KCC  (Official Winner of the Official Ladies Pink)

33
Lisa Parke   KCC  (Official Winner of the Super Bubble System)

29

Joe Callard  PYCC (Joint Winner of tacky Taj Mahal Snowdome Keyring)

40
Harry Quigley  PYCC (Joint Winner of tacky Taj Mahal Snowdome Keyring)

40

WINNER!
Women

WINNER!
Under 18

WINNER!

Blastathon special

Official Referees  
Dave Hodgkinson 
Chris Wheeler

Official Time Keeper 
Helen

Official Videographer 
Graham Quigley

Official photographers 
Les Dixon 
Nikki Shield 
Stuart Brighton 
Uncle Tom Cobbley

Official Barbeque Lighter 
Lucille Savin

Director of Blasting 
Dave Surman

“Baby, we were born 
to Blast!!” 
Bruce Springsteen

“A Hoss a Hoss my 
kingdom for a Hoss” 
Louise Royle

Codes: KCC Kingfisher, PYCC Pathfinders, TGO Team Go Outdoors, WAK Wantage Academy of Kayakers, SCO Scotland, IRE 
Ireland, TAJ Tajistan, ROE Republic of Essex, TVF Thames Valley Freestylers, SP Stateless Person

THE TROPHY!
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OUTTAKES!
Blastathon special


